win·dow

(win’dō)

n. An opening constructed in a wall or roof that
functions to admit light or air to an enclosure and
is often framed and spanned with glass mounted
to permit opening and closing.

Lincoln delivers plenty of value to the market with a wide array of products constructed with strong

LINCOLN OFFERS

architectural characteristics. Mortise and tenon joinery combined with a great deal of wood enhances both
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our exterior and interior aesthetics making Lincoln windows incredibly desirable. Offering several exterior
options including limitless colors, countless sizes and shapes is our niche.

We select superior components, starting with first-rate wood, for frame and sash members which truly
creates stunning interiors. All Lincoln windows utilize double-strength glass and contemporary hardware

WINDOW STYLES

for an energy efficient and attractive window package. Our full line of windows have an impressive list of
quality options that are sure to satisfy every need.

Casement
A window which swings open on side
hinges.
Head Jamb - The top horizontal
portion of the frame.

Side Jamb - The two vertical
portions of the frame.

Frame - Framework
attached to the wall
holding the sash.

Awning
Sash Lock - Hardware
system used to secure
sash in closed position.

A window which swings open on top
hinges.

Head Stop - Wood pieces
nailed to the frame to
guide the sash into place.
Tilt Latch - Mechanism
used to tilt sash for
cleaning.
Checkrail/Meeting
Rail - The interlocking
horizontal members of
a double hung window
which come together in
the middle of the window
when closed.

Double Hung/Single Hung
Stiles - The two vertical
portions of the sash.

Glass - Also known as
glazing.
Grille - Sometimes called
muntin bars.

Glazing Bead - Small
strips of wood that
secure the glass into the
sash.

Rails - The two horizontal
portions of the sash.

Casing - Trim covering
the space between the
window frame and the
wall studs.

A window with one or two operable sash
which slide vertically.

Glider
A window with one or two operable sash
which slide horizontally.

Sash - Framework
surrounding the
glass which may be
operational or stationary.

Jambliner - Contains
balance tubes to hold
sash in place.

Sill - The bottom portion
of the frame commonly
sloped at 8°.

Bay/Bow
A composite of windows that project out
from the wall.

Specialty
Non-operable studio windows, transoms
and shaped windows.
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